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A: I also tried everything and could not get it working. But I did notice in the web archive that TPFU is updated with fixed paths
and even a release! Finally it seems to be working: TPFU it is, because the PwnageTool also can make a TPU (Tethered +
Untethered + TPU) and because Pangu can do this also. How it works: You need an iOS 5.1.1 (other versions are possible but
untested) in the web archive (direct download) In the TPFU you need a rooted iPhone or iPad (not tested on iPod touch) You
can use the TPFU untethered You need a jailbroken iPhone (see instructions) You need a jailbroken iOS 5.1.1 Untethered How
to use it: Open the TPU in the TPFU. (First time "Untethered+TPU"). This will open the TPU manager with the Unlocked
device, in the device page you need to select the device and to unlock. After this unlock you need to close the TPU manager.
Open the TPU manager and you should see the same display as in the TPFU. When you click on the start button you will notice,
that the TPU is started. When you have it started, you will be asked for a passcode. Enter it and wait. The TPU will open and
you will see a small picture with the Device. You can also see the date of the last reboot. Click on the Pwn icon and wait some
time. You will be the the main screen of the device. Click on the red pwn button and then click on Continue (should be the same
than in the TPFU) Wait for some time, until you see a message. The normal passcode is needed, so click on Skip passcode (a
second one is needed normally) and you can continue now. You will see the Untethered passcode screen, enter the passcode and
click Next. Now you will see the test of the tether, to make sure it works. If you have a tethered device also you can test it. You
also can click on reset to factory defaults and the untethered passcode is checked again. And now it should be jailbroken and
untethered
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